Abstract
Introduction
Video object segmentalion plays an important role in many advanced video applications (such as in MPEG-4 or in virtual reality), but is by now Still a challenging research topic. A popular approach to video object segmentation is to combine a technique for single image segmentation with a temporal tracking procedure. UnforNnately, single image segmentation is by itself a very difficult problem (which may not be easier than video object segmentation). Therefore, many researches have allowed certain degree of human interaction, For example, the methods introduced in [2] require some human interaction for the initial segmentation of the first image in the video. In fact, almost all the automatic algorithms developed for extracting video obiects have some limitations. For example, the automatic method proposed in [6] [61 can only extract homogeneous regions. instead of complete objects.
Realizing that there exists no generic automatic algorithm applicable to all kinds of video sequences, we focus on the problem of extracting video objects having similar motion characteristic, The method proposed in this paper consists of two stages: ( I ) generation of 3D watershed volumes, and (2) Bayesian merging of 3D 1051-4651/02 $17.00 Q 2002 IEEE 496 watershed volumes. Details of the two stages will he described in Section 2 and Section 3. Experimental results will be shown in Section 4, and conclusion given in Section 5 .
Generation of 3D watershed volumes
Given a video clip, (I,, OSrST), we can regard these data as one volume image. Our method first partitions the volume image into a set of 3D warershed volumes. where each 3 D watershed volume is a series of corresponding 2D image regions. These 2D image regions are obtained by applying to each image frame the marker-conrrolled warershed segmenrarion described in Step 2 of Section 2.2. The procedure for generating 3D watershed volumes can be divided into two phases: initial segmentation and temporal tracking. Details of these two phases are described below.
Initial segmentation
In the initial phase, the first frame of the video clip, IO, is partitioned into a set of 2D regions by applying the warershed segmenrarion algorithm [51 to the gradient image of I,. However, the basic watershed transformation tends to produce over-segmentation due to noise or local irregularities in the gradient image. Since overly wgmented regions may not he reliable enough for the next phase of temporal tracking, we adopt a pre-processing.
called "topographical simplificalion", to alleviate the over-segmentation problem. In our current implementation, the topographical surface of the gradient image is simplified by removing local minima in a way similar to [ 6 ] . First, we apply a dilation operation with a strucNring element of 2x2 pixels, i.e., let g r = Grad(lo)@ BZr2. Next, we apply to Crnd(l0) a "reconsmction by erosion" from g,+h. i.e., let gl = (p"'c'[g,+h, Crad(Id1. Notice that using a larger h can eliminate more local minima. Finally. we can obtain a reasonable segmentation of lo by applying the basic watershed transformation to the simplified gradient image, 82.
In this paper, the above procedure of "ropographical simpiificarion followed by watershed rmnsfomalwn" will be refelred to as the pre-sirnplrfird watershed segmmtarion, and will he applied again to each subsequent frame for the purpose of refining the extracted markers, as described in Step 1.3. Different kinds of user interaction can be used here to modify the initial segmentation in order to ensure its correctness.
Temporal tracking
In the second phase, our algorithm repeats the following two steps for each subsequent frame in the video clip: (i) marker extraction, (ii) marker-controlled watershcd segmentation. The task of marker extraction is to extract reliable seed regions based on the segmented regions obtained for the previous frame. Given these reliable markers, the marker-controlled watershed segmentation not only can accurately extract the boundaries of the watershed regions, but also can detect newly emerging regions.
Step
Marker extraction
Marker extraction is cmcial to the success of the temporal tracking phase and deserves some special attention here. Our method for extracting markers consists of the following three sub-steps:
Step 1.1: Region label propagation by motion-based First. initial markers are obtained by using backward pixel projection based on backward motion vectors. That is, for each pixel p in the current frame. we assign to it the region label of the corresponding pixel in the previous frame, where the correspondence is determined by using the backward motion vector m,. Here. we chwse to use backward motion to avoid generating empty and conflicting areas in the current frame. The dense field of backward motion vectors is estimated by using a templatematching algorithm that adopts adaptive windows. similar to the one used in 131.
SteD 1.2: Removing unreliable pixels from initial markers
Since motion estimation is known to he error-prone, we must remove unreliable region propagation caused by erroneous motion vectors. Consider an initial marker M,.
A pixel PE M i , is regarded as an unreliable pixel if it has an unreliable region propagation, that is, if E ( p ) > c , where E ( p ) denotes the local mean of lexrural error centered round pixel p (i.e., the error of texture, including intensity and color, between the corresponding pixels), and E, denotes the global mean of texrural error for the whole area of marker M,. In this suh-step. we apply an iterative adaptive erosion to trim off 'hnreliable border backward DrOieClion by iterative adamive erosion pixels" of initial markers, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The adaptive erosion (erode if "unreliable") is performed iteratively with a cross-shaped structuring element of 5 pixels, shown in Fig. I(b) , until the result becomes stable.
Notice that the adaptively eroded marker shown in Fig. I(e) is a union of the normally eroded marker (shown in Fig. I (d) ) and the reliable pixels, coloured in white, contained in the border portions (shown in Fig. I(?) ).
Step 1.3: Removing unreliable pixels by checkine with a pre-simdified watershed segmentation
Here. we first generated a reasonably fine segmentation of the current frame by applying the pre-simplified warershed segmenmfion described in Section 2.1. with a small value of parameter h. For each generated watershed region, check if it contains only one marker and the sole marker occupies more than halfof the watershed region. If the answer is yes. the sole major marker will be retained for driving the marker-controlled watershed segmentation in the next step. Othenvise, the marker pixel in this watershed region will he considered as "unreliable", and will he removed from the markers, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Step 2. Marker-controlled watershed segmentation Based on the reliable markers obtained from the last step, we can then extract more precise region boundaries by using the marker-conrrolled worershed segmentalion [41.
Onc problem accompanying marker-controlled segmentation is that no newly exposed regions can be extractcd without creating new markers. To solve this problem, we modify the marker-controlled watershed algorithm slightly. For the flooding process of the markercontrolled watershed algorithm used in 161, when water coming from two different basins is about to meet, the two basins are merged if "both have the same label" or "at least one of them is unlabeled". Our modification for creating new markers is, if the dynamics of an unlabeled hasin (e.g., its volume) is larger than a certain threshold, the basin will he given a new label (Fig. 3) .
Bayesian merging of watershed volumes
Once the 3D watershed volumes are generated. as described in Section 2, we need to merge them into a set of desired video objects. Here, we propose a Bayesian approach to merging watershed volumes having similar motion characteristics, hoping that more global motion information can be utilized within a formal framework. Here, we use a Markov random field (MRF) to model the spatial and temporal relationships among different watershed volumes. A closely related work is the one done by Gelgon and Bouthemy. which uses region-level MRFs to track a spatial image partition 111. However. our method is different from theirs, not only in how the MRF is applied (we employ the MRF after tracking while they d o it before tracking). but also in how the classconditional probability is modeled.
Let N be the number of video objects 10 be extracted (including the background objects). Let V = l v j , k l ,..., K) be the set of 3D watershed volumes generated from Section 2, where K is the number of 3D watershed volumes. Then, we can constmct a Volume Adjacency Graph (VAG) to express the neighbourhood relationship among 3D watershed volumes. Here, we define a neighbourhood system for V such that two wavershed volumes are neighbours if and only if they are connected. 
Experimental results
In this section, we use the "foreman" and "coastguard" sequences, shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , 10 demonstrate the performance of our algorithm. In our current implementation, the gradient images are computed on a weighted YUV colour space. i.e. w,Y+w,U+w,V. The weighting factors, wI, w,, and w,, are set to one. two, and two, respectively, to stress the color components.
In the "foreman" sequence, the human body has a moderate motion and the camera is moving as well. It can be seen from Fig. 4(b) , where cross-sections of watershed volumes are shown, that the results obtained by markercontrolled temporal tracking look pretty good. By setting N = 2 (i.e., the number of video objects to be extracted is 2). the watershed volumes depicted in Fig. 4(b) can be correctly merged into two video objects: the foreman and the background, as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
In the "coastguard sequence, horizontal camera drift i s present while two boats are moving with different velocities and directions. Notice that the bigger boat is entering the image from the lefl and its new emerging regions can be successfully extracted, as shown in Fig.   5 (b). If we set N = 4, the proposed Bayesian method can partition the video clip into four different objects: the bigger boat. the smaller boat, the water and the shore, as shown in Fig. 5(c) .
Conclusion
In this paper. we have proposed a new method for video object segmentation. This method first partitions the video data into a set of 3D watershed volumes, and then extracts video objects by merging motion-coherent watershed volumes within a Bayesian framework. One major contribution of this work is that it models the prior information with a MRF over a Volume Adjacency Graph (VAG), where each node of the VAG is a 3D watershed volume, and hence, is able to take into account the global motion information contained in each watershed volume. Another contribution is that this paper proposes an efficient way to extract reliable markers by shrinking with two schemes: the iterative adaptive erosion and the verification against a pre-simplified watershed segmentation. Experimental results have shown that the proposed method has great potential for exlracting moving objects from a video sequence. (0 After the sewnd iteration (stable and stopped). 
